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Abstract— The ability of robots to estimate their location is
crucial for a wide variety of autonomous operations. In settings
where GPS is unavailable, measurements of transmissions from
fixed beacons provide an effective means of estimating a robot’s
location as it navigates. The accuracy of such a beacon-
based localization system depends both on how beacons are
distributed in the environment, and how the robot’s location
is inferred based on noisy and potentially ambiguous mea-
surements. We propose an approach for making these design
decisions automatically and without expert supervision, by
explicitly searching for the placement and inference strategies
that, together, are optimal for a given environment. Since this
search is computationally expensive, our approach encodes
beacon placement as a differential neural layer that interfaces
with a neural network for inference. This formulation allows
us to employ standard techniques for training neural networks
to carry out the joint optimization. We evaluate this approach
on a variety of environments and settings, and find that it is
able to discover designs that enable high localization accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Measurements obtained through a distributed network of
sensors or beacons can be an effective means of monitoring
location, or the spatial distribution of other phenomena.
The measurements themselves only provide indirect or noisy
information towards the physical properties of interest, and
so additional computational processing is required for infer-
ence. Such inference must be designed to take into account
possible degradations in the measurements, and exploit prior
statistical knowledge of the environment. However, the suc-
cess of inference, in the end, is limited by how the beacons
and sensors were physically distributed in the first place.
Consider location-awareness, which is critical to human
and robot navigation, resource discovery, asset tracking,
logistical operations, and resource allocation [1]. In situations
for which GPS is unavailable (indoors, underground, or
underwater) or impractical, measurements of transmissions
from fixed beacons [2–11] provide an attractive alternative.
Designing a system for beacon-based location-awareness
requires simultaneously deciding (a) how the beacons should
be distributed (e.g., spatially and across transmission chan-
nels); and (b) how location should be determined based on
measurements of signals received from these beacons.
Note that these decisions are inherently coupled. The
placement of beacons and their channel allocation influence
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Fig. 1. Our algorithm optimizes beacon placement and channel assignments
jointly with an algorithm for location inference, based on measurements
of transmissions from these beacons. receiver localization. Here, we show
an example beacon distribution inferred by our method (colored circles
denoting beacons and channel assignments), and the corresponding error
(RMSE) in locations estimated by the inference method.
the nature of the ambiguity in measurements at different
locations, and therefore which inference strategy is optimal.
Therefore, one should ideally search over the space of both
beacon allocation—which includes the number of beacons,
and their placement and channel assignment—and inference
strategies to find a pair that is jointly optimal. Unfortunately,
due to phenomena such as noise, interference, and attenua-
tion due to obstructions (e.g., walls), this search rarely has a
closed-form solution in all but the most simplistic of settings.
Consequently, these decisions are decoupled in practice,
and beacons are placed with some specific inference strategy
in mind. This placement is most often performed manually
by expert designers. In some cases, automatic placement
methods are employed that apply heuristics (e.g., coverage
or field-of-view [12]). However, such heuristics often rely
on simplistic assumptions regarding the sensor and environ-
ment geometry, and do not adequately account for noise,
interference, or other forms of degradation—e.g., ignoring
interference or attenuation due to walls to directly map signal
strength to observations of range or bearing. These heuristics
are thus unsuitable for use in many real-world settings.
Recently, Chakrabarti [13] introduced a method that suc-
cessfully uses stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to jointly
learn sensor multiplexing patterns and reconstruction meth-
ods in the context of imaging. Motivated by this, we propose
a new learning-based approach to designing the beacon
distribution (across space and channels) and inference al-
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gorithm jointly for the task of localization based on raw
signal transmissions. We instantiate the inference method
as a neural network, and encode beacon allocation as a
differentiable neural layer. We then describe an approach to
jointly training the beacon layer and inference network, with
respect to a given signal propagation model and environment,
to enable accurate location-awareness in that environment.
We carry out evaluations under a variety of conditions—
with different environment layouts, different signal propaga-
tion parameters, different numbers of transmission channels,
and different desired trade-offs against the number of bea-
cons. In all cases, we find that our approach automatically
discovers designs–each different and adapted to its environ-
ment and settings—that enable high localization accuracy.
Therefore, our method provides a way to consistently create
optimized location-awareness systems for arbitrary environ-
ments and signal types, without expert supervision.
II. RELATED WORK
Networks of sensors and beacons have been widely used
for localization, tracking, and measuring other spatial phe-
nomena. Many of the design challenges in sensor and beacon
are related, since they involve problems that are duals of one
another—based on whether the localization target is transmit-
ting or receiving. In our work, we focus on localization with
beacons, i.e., where an agent estimates its location based on
transmissions received from fixed, known landmarks.
Most of the effort in localization is typically devoted to
finding accurate inference methods, assuming the distribution
and location of beacons in the environment are given. One
setting for these methods is where sensor measurements
can be assumed to provide direct, albeit possibly noisy,
measurements of relative range or bearing from beacons—
an assumption that is typically based on a simple model
for signal propagation. Location estimation then proceeds
by using these relative range and/or bearing estimates and
knowledge of beacon locations. For example, acoustic long
baseline (LBL) networks are frequently used to localize un-
derwater vehicles [3, 4], while a number of low-cost systems
exist that use RF and ultrasound to measure range [14, 15].
Moore et al. [16] propose an algorithm for estimating lo-
cation based upon noise-corrupted range measurements, for-
mulating the problem as one of realizing a two-dimensional
graph whose structure is consistent with the observed ranges.
Detweiler et al. [7] describe a geometric technique that
estimates a robot’s location as it navigates a network of fixed
beacons using either range or bearing observations. Kennedy
et al. [10] employ spectral methods to localize camera
networks using relative angular measurements, and Shareef
et al. [17] use feed-forward and recurrent neural networks
for localization based on noisy range measurements.
Another approach, common for radio frequency (RF)
beacon and WiFi-based networks, is to infer location directly
from received signal strength (RSS) signatures. One way to
do this is by matching against a database of RSS-location
pairs [18]. This database is typically generated manually via
a site-survey, or “organically” during operation [19, 20]. Sala
et al. [21] and [22] adopt a different approach, training neural
networks to predict a receiver’s location within an existing
beacon network based upon received signal strength.
The above methods deal with optimal ways of inferring
location given an existing network of beacons. The decision
of how to distribute these beacons, however, is often made
manually based on expert intuition. Automated placement
methods are used rarely, and for very specific settings,
such as RSS fingerprint-based localization [23]. The most
common of these is to ensure full coverage—i.e., to ensure
that all locations are within an “acceptable range” of at least
one beacon, assuming this condition is sufficient to guarantee
accurate localization.
One common instance of optimizing placement for cov-
erage is the standard art-gallery visibility problem [12] that
seeks placements that ensure that all locations have line-of-
sight to at least one beacon. This problem assumes a polyg-
onal environment and that the beacons have an unlimited
field-of-view, subject to occlusions by walls (e.g., cameras).
Related, Agarwal et al. [24] propose a greedy landmark-
based method that solves for the placement of the minimum
number of beacons (within a log factor) necessary to cover
all but a fraction of a given polygonal environment. Note
that these methods treat occlusions as absolute, while in
practice, obstructions often only cause partial attenuation—
with points that are close but obstructed observing similar
signal strengths as those that are farther away. Kang et al.
[25] provide an interesting alternative, and like us, use
backpropagation to place WiFi access points—but again,
only for the objective of maximizing coverage. Fang and
Lin [23] consider localization accuracy for placing wireless
access points to maximize receiver signal-to-noise ratios.
The above methods address spatial placement but not
transmission channel assignments, and associated issues with
interference. Automatic channel assignment methods have
been considered previously, but only for optimizing commu-
nication throughput [26, 27]—i.e., to minimize interference
from two beacons in the same channel at any location. Note
that this is a very different and simpler objective than one of
enabling accurate localization, where the goal is to ensure
that there is a unique mapping from every RSS signature
(with or without interference) to location.
Our approach provides a way to trade-off localization
accuracy with the number of beacons, similar to the
performance-cost trade-offs considered by the more gen-
eral problem of sensor selection [28–30]. Some selection
strategies are designed with specific inference strategies in
mind. Shewry and Wynn [31] and Cressie [32] use a greedy
entropy-based approach to place sensors, tied to a Gaussian
process (GP) model that is used for inference. However, this
approach does not model the accuracy of the predictions at
the selected locations. Krause et al. [33] choose locations for
a fixed sensor network that maximize mutual information
using a GP model for phenomena over which inference is
performed (e.g., temperature). However, these formulations
require that the phenomena be modeled as a GP, and are thus
not suitable for the task of beacon-based localization.
Fig. 2. A schematic of our proposed approach. We seek to find the
distribution of beacons {Il} and inference function f(·) that together yield
reliable location estimates for a specific environment E . For a candidate
set of locations l, the assignment vectors Il determine whether a beacon
is to be placed at that location, and if so, in what configuration. The
environment mapping E then determines what the measured signal will be
at any given location, taking into account noise, interference, obstructions,
etc. We optimize these assignment vectors jointly with parameters of the
inference function f(·), to minimize error in the estimated locations vˆ.
III. APPROACH
We formalize the problem of designing a location-
awareness system as that of determining an optimal distri-
bution of beacons D and an inference function f(·), given
an environment E . For a given set of L possible locations
for beacons, we parameterize the distribution D = {Il} as
an assignment Il to each location l ∈ {1, . . . L}, where
Il ∈ {0, 1}C+1, |Il| = 1 is a (C + 1)-dimension 0-1 vector
with all but one entry equal to 0. This vector denotes whether
to place a beacon at location l (otherwise, I1l = 1) and in
which one of C possible configurations (i.e., Ic+1l = 1). In
our experiments, a beacon’s configuration corresponds to the
channel on which it broadcasts.
We parameterize the environment in terms of a function
s = E(v, {Il}) that takes as input a location v ∈ R2 and
a distribution of beacons D = {Il}, and produces a vector
s ∈ Rm of measurements that an agent is likely to make
at that location (Fig. 2). Note that the environment E need
not be a deterministic function. In the case of probabilistic
phenomena such as noise and interference, E will produce
a sample from the distribution of possible measurements.
The inference function f(·) is then tasked with computing a
reliable estimate of the location given these measurements.
Our goal is to jointly optimize D = {Il} and f(·) such
that f(E(v, {Il})) ≈ v for a distribution of possible locations
where the agent may visit. Additionally, we add a regularizer
to our objective, e.g., to minimize the total number of
individual beacons.
A. Optimization with Gradient Descent
Unfortunately, the problem as stated above involves a
combinatorial search, since the space of possible beacon
distributions is discrete with (C + 1)L elements. We make
the optimization tractable by adopting an approach similar
to that of Chakrabarti [13]. We relax the assignment vectors
Il to be real-valued and positive as I˜l ∈ RC+1+ , |I˜l| = 1.
The vector I˜l can be interpreted as expressing a probability
distribution over the possible assignments at location l.
Instead of optimizing over distribution vectors I˜l directly,
we learn a weight vector wl ∈ RC+1 with
I˜l = SoftMax(αwl) I˜cl =
exp(αwcl )∑
c′ exp(αw
c′
l )
, (1)
where α is a positive scalar parameter. Since our goal is to
arrive at values of I˜l that correspond to hard assignments,
we begin with a small value of α and increase it during the
course of optimization according to an annealing schedule.
Small values of α in initial iterations allow gradients to be
backpropagated across Eqn. 1 to update {wl}. As optimiza-
tion progresses, increasing α causes the distributions {Il} to
get “peakier”, until they converge to hard assignments.
We also define a distributional version of the environment
mapping E˜(v, {I˜l}) that operates on these distributions in-
stead of hard assignments. This mapping can be interpreted
as producing the expectation of the signal vector s at location
v, where the expectation is taken over the distributions {I˜l}.
We require that this mapping be differentiable with respect
to the distribution vectors {I˜l}. In the next sub-section, we
describe an example of an environment mapping and its
distributional version that satisfies this requirement.
Next, we simply choose the inference function f(·) to be
differentiable and have some parametric form (e.g., a neural
network), and learn its parameters jointly with the weights
{wl} of the beacon distribution as the minimizers of the loss:
L({wl},Θ) = R({I˜l})+
1
‖V‖
∑
v∈V
Es
∥∥∥v − f (E˜ (v, {I˜l}) ; Θ)∥∥∥2 , (2)
where V is the set of possible agent locations, Θ are the
parameters of the inference function f , I˜l =SoftMax(αwl),
as α → ∞, and R is a regularizer. Note that the inner
expectation in the second term of Eqn. 2 is with respect
to the distribution of possible signal vectors for a fixed
location and beacon distribution, and captures the variance
in measurements due to noise, interference, etc.
Since we require f and E˜ to be differentiable, we can
optimize both Θ and {wl} by minimizing Eqn. 2 with
stochastic gradient descent (SGD), computing gradients over
a small batch of locations v ∈ V , with a single sample of s
per location. We find that the quadratic schedule for α used
by Chakrabarti [13] works well, i.e., we set α = α0(1+γt2)
at iteration t.
B. Application to RF-based Localization
To give a concrete example of an application of this
framework, we consider the following candidate setting of
localization using RF beacons. We assume that each beacon
transmits a sinusoidal signal at one of C frequencies (chan-
nels). The amplitude of this signal is assumed to be fixed
for every beacon, but we allow different beacons to have
arbitrary phase variations amongst them.
We assume an agent at a location has a receiver with
multiple band-pass filters and is able to measure the power
in each channel separately (i.e., the signal vector s is C-
dimensional). We assume that the power of each beacon’s
signal drops as a function of distance and the number of
obstructions (e.g., walls) in the line-of-sight between the
agent and the beacon. The measured power in each channel
at the receiver is then based on the amplitude of the super-
position of signals from all beacons transmitting on that
channel. This super-position is a source of interference, since
individual beacons have arbitrary phase. We also assume that
there is some measurement noise at the receiver.
We assume all beacons transmit at power P0, and model
the power of the attenuated signal received from beacon l at
location v as
Pl(v) = P0 r
−ζ
l:v β
ol:v , (3)
where ζ and β are scalar parameters, rl:v is the distance
between v and the beacon location l, and ol:v is the number
of obstructions intersecting the line between them. The
measured power s = E(v, {Il}) in each channel at the
receiver is then modeled as
sc =
[
1 +
∑
l
Ic+1l
√
Pl(v) cosφl
]2
+[
2 +
∑
l
Ic+1l
√
Pl(v) sinφl
]2
, (4)
where φl is the phase of beacon l, and 1 and 2 correspond to
sensor noise. We also model sensor saturation by clipping sc
at some threshold τ . At each invocation of the environment
function, we randomly sample the phases {φl} from a
uniform distribution between [0, 2pi), and noise terms 1 and
2 from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with variance σ2z .
During training, the distributional version of the environ-
ment function E˜ is constructed simply by replacing Il with
I˜l in Eqn. 4. For regularization, we use a term that penalizes
the total number of beacons with a weight λ
R({I˜l}) = λ
∑
l
I˜1l . (5)
This setting simulates an environment that is complex
enough to not admit closed-form solutions for the inference
function or the beacon distribution. Of course, there may
be other phenomena in certain applications, such as leakage
across channels, multi-path interference, etc., that are not
modeled here. However, these too can be incorporated in
our framework as long as they can be modeled with an
appropriate environment function E .
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate our method through a series of
simulation-based experiments on three different environment
maps.
As discussed in Section II, existing methods are not well-
suited to beacon placement for localization. Consequently,
we compare our method to to several hand-designed beacon
allocation strategies. We first show that our inference network
is effective at localization given the baseline placements by
comparing to a standard nearest-neighbors method. We then
analyze the performance when learning the beacon allocation
and inference network jointly, demonstrating that our method
learns a distribution and inference strategy that enable high
localization accuracy for all three environments. We end by
analyzing the effects of different degrees of regularization
and different numbers of available channels, as well as
the variation in the learned beacon distributions based on
parameters of the environment function E .
A. Setup
We conduct our experiments on three manually drawn
environment maps, which correspond to floor plans (of size
1× 0.7 map units) with walls that serve as obstructions. For
each map, we arrange L = 625 possible beacon locations
in a 25× 25 evenly spaced grid. We consider configurations
with values of C = 4, 8, and 16 RF-channels.
Our experiments use the environment model defined in
Eqn. 3 with P0 = 6.25 × 10−4, ζ = 2.0 (where locations
are in map units), and β = e−1.0, with sensor noise variance
σ2z = 10
−4. The sensor measurements are saturated at a
threshold τ = 1.0.
While training the beacons, we use parameters α0 = 1
and γ = 1.25× 10−9 for the quadratic temperature scheme.
These values were chosen empirically so that the beacon
selection vectors I˜l converge at the same pace as it takes the
inference network to learn (as observed while training on a
fixed beacon distribution). After 900k iterations, we switch
the softmax to an “arg-max”, effectively setting α to infinity
and fixing the beacon placement, and then continue training
the inference network.
The inference function f(·) is parameterized as a 13-
layer feed-forward neural network. Our architecture consists
of 6 blocks of 2 fully-connected layers. All hidden layers
contain 1024 units and are followed by ReLU activation.
Each block is followed by a max pooling operation applied
on disjoint sets of 4 units. After the last block, there is a
final output layer with 2 units that predicts the (x, y) location
coordinates.
During training, locations are randomly sampled and fed
through our environment model to the inference network in
batches of 1000. All networks are trained by minimizing the
loss defined in Eqn. 2 for 1000k iterations using SGD with
a learning rate of 0.01 and momentum 0.9, followed by an
additional 100k iterations with a learning rate 0.001. We also
use batch-normalization in all hidden layers.
B. Experiments
We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach for joint
optimization of beacon placement and localization through
a series of experiments. Localization performance can vary
significantly within an environment. Consequently, for each
M
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1
Learned: Annealed Reg. (0.0497) Learned: High Fixed Reg. (0.0633) Learned: Low Fixed Reg. (0.0567) Handcrafted A (0.0716)
M
ap
2
Learned: Annealed Reg. (0.0473) Learned: High Fixed Reg. (0.0688) Learned: Low Fixed Reg. (0.04907) Handcrafted B (0.06242)
M
ap
3
Learned: Annealed Reg. (0.0493) Learned: High Fixed Reg. (0.0680) Learned: Low Fixed Reg. (0.0506) Handcrafted B (0.0649)
Fig. 3. Localization error maps for learned and handcrafted beacon distributions (with 8 channels) for three environments. We show three learned
distributions for each map—learned with annealed regularization, and two settings (high, low) of fixed regularization—as well as the best performing
handcrafted placement. The overall RMSE is indicated below each error map (see Fig. 1 for color mapping for errors).
beacon allocation and inference strategy, we report both
average as well as worst-case performance over a dense
set of locations, with multiple samples (corresponding to
different random noise and interference phases) per location.
We measure performance in terms of the root mean squared
error (RMSE)—between estimated and true coordinates—
over all samples at all locations, as well as over the worst
sample at each location, which we refer to as worst-case
RMSE. We also measure the frequency with which large
errors occur—defined with respect to different thresholds
(0.1, 0.2, 0.5)—and report these as failure rates.
Table I reports these metrics on the three environment
maps for different versions our approach that vary the
regularization settings. We have also experimented with a
number of manually handcrafted distribution strategies for
these maps and report the performance of the two strategies
that worked best in Table I. For the handcrafted settings, we
report the result of training a neural network for inference,
as well as of k-nearest neighbors (kNN)-based inference
(we try k ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20} and pick the best). These latter
experiments show that the network-based inference performs
well (better than the kNN baseline) and, therefore, that our
architecture is reasonable for the task. Moreover, the results
reveal that jointly optimizing beacon allocation and inference
provides accuracies that exceed the handcrafted baselines,
yielding different distribution strategies with different num-
bers of beacons. Figure 3 visualizes the beacon placement
and channel allocation along with the RMSE for both learned
and handcrafted beacon allocations.
Next, we report a more detailed evaluation of the regular-
ization scheme defined in Eqn. 5, and therefore the ability of
our method to allow for a trade-off between the number of
beacons placed and accuracy. First, we use a constant value
of λ, trying various values between 0.0 and 0.2. As Figure 4
shows, increased regularization leads to solutions with fewer
beacons. On Map 2, we find that decreased regularization
always leads to solutions with lower error. On Maps 1 and 3,
however, unregularized beacon placement results in increased
localization error. This suggests that regularization may also
allow our model to escape bad local minima during training.
Then, we experiment with an annealing scheme for λ and
find that it leads to a better performance-cost trade-off. We
use a simple annealing schedule that decays λ = 0.2 by a
constant factor η = 0.25 every 100k iterations.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of beacon distributions
throughout training (when using an annealed regularizer).
Note that the images depict a hard assignment, however
the network reasons over high entropy placements early in
training, which explains the initial sparsity. With each map,
the network quickly clusters a large number of beacons
by channel, and gradually learns to reduce the number of
beacons while increasing channel diversity.
Next, we evaluate the ability of our method to automati-
cally discover successful placement and inference strategies
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT INFERENCE AND PLACEMENT STRATEGIES
Map Allocation Inference Beacons RMSE RMSE (Worst-case) Failure Rate (0.10) Failure Rate (0.20) Failure Rate (0.50)
1
Handcrafted A kNN 544 0.0817 0.1793 19.1946 % 1.4662 % 0.0096 %
Handcrafted B kNN 180 0.0998 0.2384 26.1523 % 4.7400 % 0.0600 %
Handcrafted A Network 544 0.0716 0.1537 13.5691 % 0.6706 % 0.0045 %
Handcrafted B Network 180 0.0811 0.1940 17.1529 % 2.4632 % 0.0192 %
Learned (low fixed reg.) Network 183 0.0567 0.1336 6.4917 % 0.4866 % 0.0053 %
Learned (high fixed reg.) Network 12 0.0633 0.1511 8.0217 % 1.3686 % 0.0827 %
Learned (annealed reg.) Network 25 0.0497 0.1169 4.7705 % 0.3706 % 0.0125 %
2
Handcrafted A kNN 544 0.0806 0.1708 18.7127 % 1.3098 % 0.0023 %
Handcrafted B kNN 180 0.0839 0.2040 18.3838 % 2.4336 % 0.0306 %
Handcrafted A Network 544 0.0653 0.1331 10.4884 % 0.2718 % 0.0001 %
Handcrafted B Network 180 0.0624 0.1479 9.1473 % 0.6843 % 0.0013 %
Learned (low fixed reg.) Network 371 0.0491 0.1154 4.3015 % 0.2931 % 0.0016 %
Learned (high fixed reg.) Network 13 0.0688 0.1450 11.9567 % 1.4807 % 0.0040 %
Learned (annealed reg.) Network 35 0.0473 0.1142 4.6226 % 0.4182 % 0.0091 %
3
Handcrafted A kNN 544 0.0814 0.1717 18.7939 % 1.6503 % 0.0027 %
Handcrafted B kNN 180 0.0840 0.2127 16.6865 % 2.6309 % 0.0978 %
Handcrafted A Network 544 0.0670 0.1432 11.1586 % 0.6904 % 0.0009 %
Handcrafted B Network 180 0.0649 0.1581 9.7563 % 1.0512 % 0.0079 %
Learned (low fixed reg.) Network 325 0.0506 0.1200 4.2496 % 0.3482 % 0.0056 %
Learned (high fixed reg.) Network 14 0.0680 0.1495 11.6651 % 1.2166 % 0.0454 %
Learned (annealed reg.) Network 43 0.0493 0.1158 4.7211 % 0.6529 % 0.0045 %
Fig. 4. A plot showing the effects of regularization on mean error and the
number of beacons placed. The dashed lines represent the mean error and
beacons placed with annealed regularization on each map.
for different environmental conditions and constraints in
Table II. All results are on Map 1, with high fixed regular-
ization (0.2). We report results for a propagation model with
decreased attenuation at walls (β = e−0.2), and one with
increased noise (σ2z = 2.5× 10−4). We find that our method
adapts to these changes intuitively. Our method places fewer
beacons when the signal passes largely unattenuated through
walls and places more beacons when combating increased
noise. We also experiment with fewer (4) and more (16)
available RF channels. As expected, the availability of more
channels allows our method to learn a more accurate local-
ization system. More broadly, these experiments show that
our approach can enable the automated design of location
awareness systems in diverse settings.
Finally, we evaluate the robustness of the joint placement
TABLE II
MODIFIED ENVIRONMENT SETTINGS
Scenario Beacons RMSE RMSE (Worst-case)
Original 12 0.0633 0.1511
Low Attenuation 8 0.0426 0.0910
High Noise 27 0.1400 0.2907
Fewer Channels (4) 11 0.1290 0.2581
More Channels (16) 12 0.0397 0.0910
TABLE III
TRAINING STABILITY OVER MULTIPLE RUNS
Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
RMSE 0.057 0.0019 0.0541 0.0596
Worst-case RMSE 0.1365 0.0039 0.1289 0.1413
Num. Beacons 93.50 11.17 79 119
and inference optimization with different random initializa-
tions. We repeat training on Map 1 (with fixed regularization
of 0.04) ten times, and report the deviations in the error
metrics and numbers of beacons placed in Table III.
V. CONCLUSION
We described a novel learning-based method capable of
jointly optimizing beacon allocation (placement and channel
assignment) and inference for localization tasks. Underlying
our method is a neural network formulation of inference
with an additional differentiable neural layer that encodes the
beacon distribution. By jointly training the inference network
and beacon layer, we automatically learn an optimal design
of a location-awareness system for arbitrary environments.
We evaluated our method for the task of RF-based local-
ization and demonstrated its ability to consistently discover
high-quality localization systems for a variety of environment
layouts and propagation models, without expert supervision.
Map 1
Iter # 10k Iter # 20k Iter # 40k Iter # 70k Iter # 110k
Iter # 180k Iter # 250k Iter # 320k Iter # 500k Final
Map 2
Iter # 10k Iter # 20k Iter # 30k Iter # 70k Iter # 140k
Iter # 180k Iter # 250k Iter # 300k Iter # 500k Final
Map 3
Iter # 10k Iter # 20k Iter # 30k Iter # 70k Iter # 140k
Iter # 180k Iter # 250k Iter # 300k Iter # 500k Final
Fig. 5. The evolution of beacon distribution throughout training (with annealed regularization). The images depict a hard assignment, but the network is
uncertain early in training, which explains the scarcity of beacons early on. The network quickly groups a large number of beacons and channel assignments
along the edge of the map, but then gradually learns a sparse, diverse allocation, converging to a stable configuration around 200k iterations.
Additionally, we presented a strategy that trades off the
number of beacons placed and the achievable accuracy.
While we describe our method in the context of localization,
the approach generalizes to problems that involve estimating
a broader class of spatial phenomena using sensor networks.
A reference implementation of our algorithm is available on
the project page at http://ripl.ttic.edu/nbp.
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